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am not able to say whether there should be two or more members.
163.	The Chairman :   I gather the point that you
raise  for  the  consideration   of  the   Conference   is
whether that representation of the depressed classes
is adequate ?
Babu Rama Char ana :  Yes.
The Chairman : I might say that since Mr. Harts-. horn put this question I have asked Mr. Sloan about it and he has let me see the District Boards Act, section 6 of which says " The Local Government may " nominate not more than two persons who shall not " be Government servants as members of the Board," and so ori. *'- One of the nominated members shall " ordinarily be selected from among the backward " and depressed classes." I gather you raise for our consideration the question whether there ought to be a larger representation or not ?
Babu Rama Charana :  Yes.
The Chairman :  I am much obliged to you.
 164.	Mr. Desanges :   You know that Government
give large loans to municipal and district boards.
What protection has the Government got for the
money loaned to these bodies against mismanage
ment or embezzlement ?    I take it there have been
cases   of. embezzlement ?—The   loans   are   almost
invariably.made for large engineering works, which
are inspected.
 165.	I might save time by putting the question
this way.    You  have  an  audit called  test  audit.
'"Would it not be better if you had audit by an outside body of a month's accounts in the year ?—I see no special advantage in that. Our audit service is quite good so far as I understand.
 166.	If you had a month's accounts audited, would
that not reduce chances of embezzlement and conduce
to better management ?—I do not think so.
 167.	One other question as to the district boards.
You have a large number of Indian Christians in the
districts in connection with the Missions, etc., but
there is no provision for their adequate representation
on district boards, is there ?—The number of dis
tricts   "where   the   Indian   Christian   community   is
strong in the rural area must be comparatively small.
In any other case it is open to the Christians to make
the suggestion for the consideration of the Govern
ment, that the  Government   should   nominate   an
Indian Christian to one of the posts on the district
boards    to    which    Government    can    nominate.
Government would consider that.
 168.	Kunvtar Bisheshar Dayal Seth : You said that
elections to local boards are held on personal grounds.
What are your reasons for holding such opinion ?—
That is the impression one gets by the nature of the
complaints both   before   elections   and   afterwards."
The preparation of electoral rolls brings Government
a very large sheaf of complaints, which it is very
easy to read or interpret as complaints on personal
grounds.
 169.	Complaining against the action of any parti
cular authority ?—Yes, their own personal interests
not being sufficiently served.

 170.	Do you find there is any change in this prac
tice, or has it been uniform since the new Act came
into force ?    You say that elections are held only on
personal grounds.    Is   there   any   change   in   this
respect ?—I have not sufficient experience of elections
to say that.
 171.	Then it is only your observation ?—It is an
observation;  an impression.
 172.	You have no definite grounds on which to say
that ?—No.
 173.	Raja Kttshalpal Singh :   Is it not a fact that
important  municipalities  desire  to  augment * their
income by the imposition of taxation and that the
Government of India refused sanction to the im-
positipn of those taxes ?    For instance sanction was
not given to levy a tax on passengers ?—There have
been cases where a town had been anxious to levy a
tax and the Local Government has seen no objection
to it.    But the. Local Government has under the
existing law to obtain the sanction of the/Government
 of India,  and  it has been   unable to obtain  that sanction.
174.	The Chairman :  You mean a terminal tax on
passengers ?
Raja Kushalpal Singh :   Yes.
 175.	Mr. Desanges :   Is that not felt to be a grie
vance by the municipality concerned, the withholding
of the  sanction  by  the  Government  of  India ?—
Sanction   to   that   tax   has   been   refused   by   the
Government of India.
 176.	Has it been felt to be a grievance by the
municipality ?    The Agra municipality applied for
permission to impose such a tax.    That was the only
way open to it of augmenting its income ?—I am not
sure whether that is the only way of augmenting
their income, but it is a natural way of augmenting
their income in a town which so many people visit
and which has to keep up a standard of its own to
suit the visitors.
 177.	If sanction is given by the Government of*
India to the imposition of this tax the income of
important   municipalities   would    considerably   in
crease ?—Many    of   the   important    municipalities
already have taxes of this nature.    They call it a
pilgrim tax.
 178.	That is a different tax ?—I mean a passenger
tax.    The pilgrim tax is this so far as the pilgrims are
concerned.
 179.	The Chairman :   I have not followed the dis
tinction between the two taxes.    What is the exact
nature of the pilgrim tax first of all ?
•Mr. Desanges : Those persons who come to pilgrim, centres have to pay a certain tax. The railways levy that tax.
180.	The Chairman :  A surcharge on railways ?
Mr. Desanges :  Yes.
181.	'The Chairman :   The proceeds of the pilgrim
tax go to the provincial or the Central treasury ?	
Mr. Desanges : To the municipal boards like Allahabad and Benares.
 182.	The Chairman : They are put to special local
expenditure because of the influx of pilgrims, and that
is met by this tax ?    In Agra, it is a proposal to tax
the people who go to see the Taj ? (Laughter.)—Yes.
 183.	In   this   case  there  was   difficulty  and  the
Government of India felt unable to agree to it ?—Yes.
The Chairman : On the other hand I suppose every man going to Agra on business of to see the beautiful things there will be expected to pay the tax. That was probably the point.
184.	Mr. Desanges :   Have the municipalities not
to incur extra expenditure in maintaining roads and
things of that sort in places where there is a large
influx of passengers from all parts of India ?—They
have great difficulty in attaining modern standards.
The Chairman : Probably it might be useful to read what the Todhunter Committee has to say about this particular tax. Paragraph 447 says : *' Taxes " on pilgrims are .usually levied on the railway " tickets and are collected by the railway company " for a small commission. They apply only to " certain, pilgrim centres, and in many cases they can. " be imposed only during certain festivals. There " is usually a free zone, all passengers coming from " stations within the free zone being exempt from the " tax. As a tax on transport, this tax is theo-" retically objectionable, but the rate is so low that it " involves little hardship or addition to the expen-" diture which the pilgrimage normally involves. " On the other hand the receipts are generally ear-" marked for very necessary purposes of providing " conveniences for pilgrims and taking measures to " prevent the spread of epidemics." That is the way they summarise it.
 185.	Mr. Desanges :   Is it not a fact that in the
Resolution on the working of district boards the
Government themselves bore testimony to the ex
cellent work done by many district boards and their
chairmen ?—They have,
 186.	Is   it  not  inconsistent  with  the  sweeping
remark made on page 54 (Report on the working of
the"   system   of   Government—United   Provinces—

